Meiotic double-strand breaks (DSBs) are generated and repaired in a highly regulated manner to ensure formation of crossovers (COs) while also enabling efficient non-CO repair to restore genome integrity. Here we use Structured-Illumination Microscopy to investigate the dynamic architecture of DSB repair complexes at meiotic recombination sites in relationship to the synaptonemal complex (SC). DSBs resected at both ends are rapidly converted into inter-homolog repair intermediates harboring two populations of BLM helicase and RPA, flanking a single population of MutSγ. These intermediates accumulate until late pachytene, when repair proteins disappear from non-CO sites and CO-designated sites become enveloped by SC-central region proteins, acquire a second MutSγ population, and lose RPA. These and other data suggest that the SC protects CO intermediates from being dismantled inappropriately and promotes stepwise CO maturation by generating a transient CO-specific repair compartment, thereby enabling differential timing and outcome of repair at CO and non-CO sites
Introduction
During meiosis in most organisms, each pair of homologous chromosomes must receive at least one crossover (CO) in order to undergo reliable segregation during the first meiotic division, thereby preserving euploidy in the next generation. COs are generated by a specialized form of recombinational repair of double-strand DNA breaks (DSBs) introduced by the meiosis-specific In order to ensure that every homolog pair receives at least one CO, a surplus of DSBs is introduced during meiotic prophase. Only a subset of these DSBs mature into COs, while the rest are repaired by alternative homologous recombination-based mechanisms that do not yield COs. Despite an excess of DSBs, COs exhibit wide spacing along the lengths of chromosomes, and many plant and animal models typically undergo only a single CO per chromosome arm. Thus, CO formation is both ensured and robustly limited at the same time (For reviews see: (Mercier et al., 2015; Zickler and Kleckner, 2015, 2016) ).
Several conserved meiosis-specific proteins, such as the MutSy (MSH4-MSH5) complex or the cyclin-related protein COSA-1/CNTD1, were identified as being essential for controlled CO formation. These pro-CO factors localize to sites of ongoing meiotic recombination and modulate the outcome of DNA repair to yield COs as final DSB repair products at selected "CO-designated" sites (for review see: (Hillers et al., 2017; Zickler and Kleckner, 2015, 2016) . Nevertheless, how these proteins promote the CO repair outcome, and how different modes of DSB repair can operate at other sites on the same chromosomes in the same cells to yield non-CO products, are far from being understood.
Controlled CO formation further depends on components of the synaptonemal complex central region (SC-CR). The SC-CR is composed of predicted coiled-coil domain proteins and assembles between the axes of aligned homologous chromosomes, maintaining them at a distance of roughly 100-150 nm along their lengths throughout the pachytene stage of meiotic prophase. The SC-CR is dispensable for initial homologous pairing and DSB formation, but when it is absent, meiotic COs are reduced or eliminated (depending on the organism), indicating that SC-CR components play a role in promoting CO formation (for review see: (Hillers et al., 2017; Page and Hawley, 2004) ). The SC is a long known cytological hallmark of meiosis (Fawcett, 1956; Moses, 1956) and has been implicated previously in multiple aspects of CO regulation (Hayashi et al., 2010; Libuda et al., 2013; MacQueen et al., 2002; Sym et al., 1993; Sym and Roeder, 1994; Voelkel-Meiman et al., 2016) . Further, recent studies have revealed dynamic properties of the SC and have begun to provide insight regarding how changes in SC dynamics might contribute both to nucleus-wide and chromosome-autonomous signaling systems that limit DSBs and inhibit excess COs (Machovina et al., 2016; Nadarajan et al., 2017; Pattabiraman et al., 2017; Rog et al., 2017; Subramanian et al., 2016) . However, how the SC-CR (or its constituent proteins) functions in promoting CO formation remains poorly understood.
In the nematode C. elegans, in contrast to many other model systems, assembly of the SC-CR is not dependent on recombination (Baudat et al., 2000; Dernburg et al., 1998; Giroux et al., 1989; Romanienko and Camerini-Otero, 2000) . This makes it possible to differentiate experimentally between the contributions of DNA repair factors and the contributions of SC components to the process of meiotic recombination. In the current work, we exploit this and other features of the C. elegans system to investigate how meiotic DNA repair proteins and meiotic chromosome structure collaborate to bring about a robust outcome of meiosis, i.e., formation of a single CO per chromosome pair and restoration of chromosome integrity prior to the meiotic cell divisions (Hillers et al., 2017) .
Unlike most previous studies of C. elegans meiosis, in this work we employed a detergent-based chromosome spreading protocol (Loidl et al., 1991; Pattabiraman et al., 2017) that affords greatly improved detection of recombination sites. Using this approach, we were able to establish a comprehensive time course of the dynamic localization of meiosis-specific recombination factors and DSB repair proteins over the course of wild-type and mutant meiosis. Further, we used 3D-Structural Illumination microscopy (SIM) to reveal spatial organization of DSB repair complexes at recombination sites and changes in the architecture of these sites during the course of meiotic prophase, allowing us to make inferences regarding the timing of recombination progression and the nature of the underlying DNA intermediates. Moreover, we discovered a unique spatial arrangement of SC-CR components surrounding COdesignated recombination sites that provides a new framework for thinking about how distinct outcomes of DSB repair can be accomplished at different sites within a single cell.
Results

Progressive differentiation of meiotic recombination sites during C. elegans meiosis
We re-examined the dynamic localization of multiple DSB repair proteins at the sites of ongoing recombination during the course of meiotic prophase in C. elegans, using a nuclear spreading protocol that enables improved visualization of these events (Loidl et al., 1991; Pattabiraman et al., 2017) . Whereas meiotic chromosome axis components and chromosome-bound recombination/repair proteins are retained in these preparations, most of the nucleoplasmic protein pools that obscure recombination foci are washed out, resulting in superior detection relative to previously-used in situ methods ( Fig S1A) . At the same time, the relative spatial organization of nuclei within a gonad is maintained largely intact, preserving the spatial/temporal gradient of nuclei progressing through meiotic prophase that is a major strength of this experimental system. elegans DNA strand exchange protein, and RPA-1, a subunit of the eukaryotic ssDNA binding protein RPA. Similar to previous reports (Alpi et al., 2003; Colaiacovo et al., 2003) , RAD-51 foci are detected beginning in zygotene, rise in abundance and reach a plateau level during early pachytene before declining and then disappearing during late pachytene (identified based on loss of the early prophase marker DSB-2 ( Fig S1B; ( Rosu et al., 2013) ). In contrast to previous reports in which very few RPA foci were detected during wild-type meiosis (Garcia-Muse and Boulton, 2005) , our analysis provided a more comprehensive view of association of RPA with recombination intermediates. RPA foci are initially detected in zygotene and rise in abundance in parallel with RAD-51, but RPA foci continue to increase in abundance after RAD-51 foci have peaked and begun to decline, and RPA foci accumulate to much higher levels, plateauing at approximately 30 foci/ nucleus by the end of early pachytene. Further, whereas the majority of RAD-51 foci in early prophase do not colocalize with RPA, after RAD-51 foci begin to decline, the majority do colocalize with RPA. Moreover, whereas RPA foci decline markedly at the early-to-late pachytene transition, RPA remains detectable at a substantial number of recombination sites before eventually being lost from all sites in late pachytene.
Our experiments also revealed substantial overlap between early prophase RPAmarked recombination intermediates and sites of accumulation of MSH-5 ( Fig 1B) .
MSH-5 and MSH-4 make up the heterodimeric MutSγ complex that concentrates at COdesignated sites in late pachytene and is essential for CO formation in C. elegans (Hollingsworth et al., 1995; Kelly et al., 2000; Ross-Macdonald and Roeder, 1994; Yokoo et al., 2012; Zalevsky et al., 1999) . MSH-5 foci first appear in zygotene, and by the end of early pachytene, nuclei have accumulated 15-25 MSH-5 foci. At this stage, MSH-5 foci nearly always colocalize with RPA foci, with fewer than one RPA-negative MSH-5 focus per nucleus. MSH-5 foci represent interhomolog (IH) recombination intermediates, as they are usually not detected at DNA repair sites on chromosome segments that are unable to engage a (non-sister) homologous chromosome segment as a template for HR ( Fig S1C-D) . At the early-to-late pachytene transition, MSH-5 is lost from the majority of repair sites while being retained at a single CO-designated repair site on each chromosome pair. These late MSH-5 are brighter than the earlier foci, suggesting an increased local concentration of MutSγ at CO-designated sites. RPA foci also decrease in number following the transition to late pachytene, but in contrast to MSH-5, RPA resides longer at (MSH-5-negative) NCO sites and vanishes from (MSH-5positive) future CO sites, suggesting a transition at CO sites to a recombination intermediate that lacks ssDNA.
Throughout prophase MSH-5-marked sites also harbor BLM helicase ( Fig 1C and Fig S2A) . BLM (aka HIM-6 in worms) is required for efficient CO maturation at COdesignated sites, but has also been implicated in dismantling intermediates and completing repair at sites not designated to become COs (for review see: (Hatkevich and Sekelsky, 2017) . All BLM foci in early prophase localize with RPA; in contrast, RPA foci lacking BLM are also detected, predominantly at the early-to-late pachytene transition. Similar to RPA, BLM temporarily remains at NCO repair sites after removal of MSH-5. In contrast to RPA, BLM is retained at CO sites throughout late pachytene (similar to MSH-5), while RPA is lost ( Fig 1B and Fig S2B) .
Previous work had identified the conserved cyclin-related protein COSA-1 as a marker of CO sites in C. elegans meiosis (Yokoo et al., 2012) . Our spread preparations reveal that in addition to becoming highly concentrated together with MSH-5 at CO sites in late pachytene nuclei, GFP::COSA-1 also decorates a subset of recombination sites in early prophase as very faint foci, co-localizing with MSH-5, BLM and RPA (Fig 1C and S2) . These foci are more numerous and appear substantially smaller than the six bright COSA-1 foci detected at CO sites in late pachytene. Loss of COSA-1 and MSH-5 from NCO sites and their accumulation on CO sites in late pachytene occurs concomitantly ( Fig 1C) . Further, we observe that loss of early prophase nuclear marker DSB-2 strongly coincides with the presence of 6 bright COSA-1 foci, and conversely, that if nuclei retain DSB-2, they invariably have fewer than 6 (if any) bright COSA-1 foci ( Fig 1D) . This observation indicates an abrupt change in the state of recombination sites as germ cells transition to the late pachytene stage.
Based on these combined observations and previous studies, the following picture emerges ( Fig 1E) : DSBs are introduced, resected and load RAD-51 throughout early prophase. RAD-51-decorated DNA ends engage in homology search and strand exchange and turn over into RAD-51-free intermediates that contain RPA and BLM. A subset of IH repair sites additionally recruits MutSγ (and COSA-1) to create intermediates with the potential to become COs. Multiple such sites accumulate until each chromosome pair has received at least one such IH intermediated event before nuclei transition to the late pachytene stage. A single DSB repair site on each chromosome pair is designated to become the future CO, either before or during a rapid transition to late pachytene (Rosu et al., 2011; Rosu et al., 2013; Stamper et al., 2013; Woglar et al., 2013) . Upon transition to late pachytene, recombination sites designated to mature as COs or NCOs become differentiated from each other, with COSA-1 and MSH-5 becoming enriched at future CO sites, while they are lost from NCO sites at the same time. BLM and RPA remain associated with NCO sites briefly after the transition to late pachytene but disappear soon thereafter, presumably reflecting earlier completion of NCO repair at these sites. Concomitantly, CO-designated sites lose RPA, indicating completion of repair DNA synthesis at those sites; these differentiated CO sites persist throughout the late pachytene stage and vanish by diakinesis, when the presence of a chiasma connecting each homolog pair reflects the presence of a completed CO event.
The architecture of recombination sites during early prophase
Having established a comprehensive time course of dynamic localization of DNA repair proteins at recombination sites, we combined nuclear spreading with 3D Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM) to better understand how recombination sites are organized spatially and how this organization changes during meiotic progression. As these spread preparations both greatly improve signal-to-noise ratio and decrease sample thickness, they optimize the specimens for SIM analysis. This enabled us to visualize the relative spatial organization of different recombination proteins present at CO and NCO sites and their relationships to chromosome axes and the SC-CR. RAD-51: SIM imaging revealed that RAD-51 foci usually occur as doublets (Fig 2A) .
RAD-51 signals are readily resolved as pairs of closely associated foci in the majority of cases in 2D projections of SIM images, and in >70% of cases when SIM images are analyzed in 3D; in the remaining cases, RAD-51 is detected either as an elongated focus or as a single point focus. RAD-51 signals are detected as doublets regardless of the number of DSB sites present in a nucleus and also when chromosomes are strongly spread, and furthermore, we never detect more than two foci at a single site. Also, RAD-51 signals (at least one of the two foci in a pair) are consistently found in close association with chromosome axis markers. Together these data indicate that RAD-51 doublets represent single DSB events (rather than two closely adjacent DSBs) and that both sides of a DSB are resected and load RAD-51. This suggests that both ends are potentially capable of promoting homology search and strand invasion during C. elegans meiosis, as was recently shown for budding yeast (Brown et al., 2015) .
BLM:
We recently reported that BLM is frequently detected as dual foci aligned in parallel with the chromosome axis in pachytene nuclei analyzed in situ in whole-mount preparations of C. elegans gonads (Jagut et al., 2016) . We confirm and extend these findings here for BLM using SIM on nuclear spreads ( Fig 2B) . In well-spread early prophase nuclei, we can clearly resolve two populations of BLM at up to 75% of recombination sites; these two BLM populations are arranged longitudinally along the chromosomes, and when the axes can be resolved as two parallel tracks, BLM signals are located between the two axial tracks. Furthermore, multiple BLM double and single foci can be observed between the axes along the length of a single pair of homologous chromosomes (bivalent) during early pachytene.
RPA:
As BLM consistently co-localizes with RPA during zygotene and early pachytene, we investigated the spatial relationship between BLM and RPA signals at the sites of these presumed post-strand invasion repair intermediates. Similarly to BLM, RPA is also typically detected as two foci oriented longitudinally along the chromosomes and between the axes ( Fig 2C) . However, BLM and RPA don't strictly colocalize, as RPA sometimes localizes as a single focus in the middle of a BLM doublet. Further, when both RPA and BLM are detected as doublets, their relative orientation is similar, yet slightly oblique. This suggests that ssDNA (marked by RPA) and BLM helicase complexes occupy nearby but distinct positions within the recombination intermediates.
MSH-5:
At IH recombination sites marked by MSH-5 during zygotene and early pachytene, MSH-5 is consistently detected as a single focus, located either in the middle of a BLM/RPA doublet or side-by-side with a BLM/RPA singlet. Detection of BLM or RPA as doublets does not depend on the presence of MSH-5 at a recombination site, as BLM or RPA doublets are readily detected both at MSH-5-positive and MSH-5negative recombination sites ( Fig 2D) .
The architecture of CO sites during late prophase
SIM images of hypotonic spreads revealed that CO-designated recombination sites acquire a striking new architecture following transition to late pachytene. CO sites not only lose RPA (presumably reflecting completion of repair synthesis), they also change the spatial organization of proteins that remain and/or become concentrated at these sites. As in early pachytene, BLM is still present at each CO repair site as two foci aligned in parallel with and between the homolog axes ( Fig 3A) . However, in contrast to the MSH-5 singlet signals present in early pachytene, MSH-5 signals at CO sites are now reliably resolved as two foci, oriented perpendicular to and spanning the distance between the aligned homolog axes ( Fig 3A) . The COSA-1 signal, which increases in intensity over the course of late pachytene, is detected at the center of the cruciform structure defined by the orthogonally-oriented MSH-5 and BLM doublets ( Fig 3A) . We infer that this organization reflects the presence of a late CO-specific recombination intermediate at these sites.
At these designated CO sites, the mean distance between the centroids of the paired BLM signals was 240 ± 34 nm (n = 20; Fig S3A) and the mean distance between paired MSH-5 signals was 168 ± 24 nm (n = 19; Fig S3A) . Based on these measurements, we derive a lower-limit estimate of 290-300 nm, or about 800-900 bp, for the average length of the underlying DNA intermediates present at late pachytene CO-designated sites (see Methods and Discussion).
Further changes in CO site architecture accompany the transition to diplotene, when homologs start to desynapse and dissociate from each other. In contrast to pachytene, the majority of BLM signals can no longer be resolved as two foci, while two populations of MSH-5 are still detected at many CO designated sites during diplotene.
The cohorts of proteins no longer exhibit any consistent arrangement relative to each other or to the chromosome axes ( Fig 3B) . Finally, by diakinesis, when the bivalents are completely de-synapsed, BLM and MSH-5 are no longer visible at the CO site, which is now cytological visible as a chiasma by using axis and DNA markers ( Fig 3C) .
CO-designated recombination sites are encased by SC-CR proteins
Since meiotic recombination events progress and mature in the context of the SC, we used SIM imaging to investigate the spatial relationships between the SC-CR and the cohorts of DNA repair proteins present at recombination sites (Fig 4, S3A) . When spreading is conducted using physiological or hypertonic conditions ("Hanks" in Fig   S3A) , SC destabilization is minimized (compared to hypotonic spreads, "H 2 0") and a distance more similar to in situ spacing between the axes is maintained, reflecting better preservation of the SC-CR ( Fig S3A-B ). In early pachytene nuclei analyzed under such conditions, most signals for DNA repair proteins are found adjacent to, but not directly co-localizing with SC-CR proteins; i.e., repair foci appear laterally associated with the SC-CR and only rarely appear embedded in it ( Fig 4A and Fig S3B) .
In contrast, during late pachytene, the SC-CR is consistently detected as a bubble-like structure at the CO-designated site, fully or partially surrounding the cohort of DNA repair proteins concentrated at the CO site ( Fig 4A-C) . A previous immuno-EM analysis showed that the SYP-1 N-terminus localizes at the center of the C. elegans SC, whereas the SYP-1 C-terminus localizes more laterally within the SC, closer to the chromosome axes, consistent with a head-to-head organization of SYP-1 within the SC-CR; the small SYP-2 protein localizes at the center of the SC. The SC-CR bubbles at CO-designated sites are detected with antibodies against both the N-and C-termini of SYP-1 and by antibodies against SYP-2. This bubble-like organization of the SC-CR around CO sites can be detected as early as differentiated CO sites first appear (i.e. in nuclei transitioning between early and late pachytene), and these CO-site SC bubbles are consistently detected at CO sites throughout the late pachytene stage ( Fig 4A-C, Fig S3C) . Encasement of recombination complexes by SC-CR proteins is even more pronounced in mutants where only a single chromosome pair in a nucleus harbors a recombination site, as this feature is exaggerated by the fact that SC-CR proteins become preferentially enriched on such chromosomes (Machovina et al., 2016; Nadarajan et al., 2017; Pattabiraman et al., 2017) ; Fig S3D) .
Whereas previous work showed that polo-like-kinase PLK-2 is recruited to the SCs during pachytene (Harper et al., 2011; Labella et al., 2011; Pattabiraman et al., 2017) , we note that PLK-2 is not part of the structure that encases the future CO site upon transition to late pachytene. Rather, PLK-2 is preferentially concentrated on the SC segment extending from the CO-designated site to the nearest chromosome end (referred to as the "short arm"), and also localizes within the SC-CR bubble together with the recombination proteins ; Fig 4C, S3C) . Further, while the CO-site SC-CR bubbles persist throughout late pachytene, they disappear concomitantly with disassembly of the SC. By mid-diplotene, remnants of the SC-CR bubble can be detected only on the side of the CO site adjacent to the short arm of the bivalent, where the SC-CR proteins remain specifically enriched at this stage (Nabeshima et al., 2005) ; Fig 4A) .
Our SIM imaging of SC-CR proteins together with CO-site markers and chromosome axis marker HTP-3 (Goodyer et al., 2008; MacQueen et al., 2005) provides additional information regarding the structural organization of the C. elegans SC. As homologous chromosome pairs are twisted around each other during the pachytene stage, SC stretches can be visualized either in a frontal view, where the two chromosome axes (represented by HTP-3 immunostaining) are parallel to each other, or in a lateral view, in which HTP-3 appears as a single thin line ( Fig 4D) . When the SC is visualized in frontal views, SYP-2 and the N-and C-termini of SYP-1 all localize between the aligned chromosome axes, as expected. Interestingly, when the SC is visualized in lateral aspect, the SYP-1 N-and C-termini and SYP-2 are all detected on both sides of the single HTP-3 track, indicating the presence of SC-CR proteins both above and below the plane defined by the chromosome axes ( Fig 4D) .
Together, our data suggest that the C. elegans SC-CR is composed of (at least) two layers, similar to the 3D structures recently reported for the Drosophila and mouse SCs (Cahoon et al., 2017; Schucker et al., 2015) , and the CO recombination intermediates become encased between these layers in a bubble-like structure, flanked on either side by the chromosome axis.
SC-CR proteins play a role in promoting CO formation is distinct from the roles of other pro-CO factors.
SC-CR proteins have been implicated in promoting CO formation in multiple organisms, and essentially all meiotic COs in C. elegans depend on the SC-CR proteins (MacQueen et al., 2002) . However, the nature of the CO-promoting activit(ies) of the SC-CR is not well understood, and thus it has been unclear whether the SC-CR makes distinct contributions from other conserved pro-CO factors such as orthologs of MutSγ, ZHP-3 and COSA-1. Therefore, we analyzed and compared the dynamic localization of multiple DNA repair factors in two classes of mutants that fail to form COs: 1) null mutant that lack SC-CR proteins and thus fail to form SCs (syp-1 and syp-3) (MacQueen et al., 2002; Smolikov et al., 2007) ; and 2) mutants that are proficient for SC assembly, DSB formation and DSB repair, but lack conserved pro-CO factors (msh-4, cosa-1 and zhp-3, termed "recombination mutants" from here on; (Jantsch et al., 2004; Yokoo et al., 2012; Zalevsky et al., 1999) .
In both SC-CR and recombination mutants, DSB repair sites marked by RAD-51 and/or RPA appear throughout early prophase and accumulate, as in WT. As early prophase is prolonged in these mutants Stamper et al., 2013; Woglar et al., 2013) the numbers of detectable DSB repair sites are higher and peak at a more proximal region of the gonad ( Figure 5A ). Similar to WT, BLM localizes to a subset of RPA sites during early prophase ( Fig S4A) . In both classes of mutants, MSH-5 foci can also be detected beginning in zygotene and accumulate until the transition to late pachytene (Figs 5B-C, S4B), albeit they appear fainter than in WT. Further, as in WT, these early MSH-5 foci appear to be largely dependent on the ability of chromosomes to engage in interactions with their homologs ( Fig S5A) .
However, in late prophase these two classes of mutants differ markedly from each other and from WT with respect to localization of pro-CO factors. In cosa-1 and zhp-3 mutants, MSH-5 foci are not stabilized, and they disappear concurrently with other DNA repair markers following transition to late pachytene ( Fig 5B and Fig S4B) .
In contrast, in SC-CR mutants, MSH-5 foci can be detected following transition to a late pachytene-like state ( Fig 5C and 5D ). COSA-1 and ZHP-3 are also recruited to these late MSH-5-positive sites, and as in WT, RPA is lost from these late COSA-1/MSH-5/ZHP-3-marked sites ( Fig 5D and Fig S5B) . Further, as in WT, late prophase nuclei in SC-CR mutants consistently display no more than six foci (average of 4.2 foci per nucleus the syp-3 mutant), and these foci are non-randomly distributed, such that two foci rarely occur on the same chromosome axis (p<0.0001). However, in contrast to WT, where BLM is maintained at CO-designated sites during late pachytene, BLM becomes undetectable at late COSA-1/MSH-5 marked sites soon after RPA is lost ( Fig   5C) .
SIM imaging revealed that as in WT, MSH-5 signals in SC-CR mutants are detected as singlets in early prophase, and then can be resolved as doublets from the early-to-late prophase transition and throughout the remainder of the late pachytene like-stage. In contrast to WT, BLM is rarely detected as double foci in early prophase. At the early-to-late prophase transition, BLM is transiently detected as double foci associated with MSH-5-doublet marked sites; however, these structures do not consistently adopt the specific cruciform arrangement observed at CO-designated sites during WT meiosis, and they are not detected between parallel-aligned chromosome axes ( Fig 5E) . In late prophase when BLM can no longer be detected at MSH-5 marked sites, the paired MSH-5 foci in SC-CR mutants are both tightly associated with a single unpaired chromosome axis ( Fig 5E) . These structures may potentially reflect nonproductive remnants of earlier unstable IH repair intermediates, and/or they may represent the formation of CO-like recombination intermediates between sister chromatids rather than between homologs.
Thus, despite an inability to form IH COs, mutants lacking the SC-CR nevertheless are able to concentrate pro-CO factors at late prophase repair sites and generate recombination intermediates that share some features in common with the late pachytene CO-specific intermediates present during wild-type meiosis. However, these intermediates exhibit abnormal architecture and protein composition. Together the data indicate that SC-CR proteins play a role in promoting normal formation, architecture and stability of CO recombination complexes that is distinct from the roles of conserved COpromoting factors such as COSA-1 and MutSγ that actually become concentrated at the CO sites.
Discussion:
Simultaneous visualization of multiple recombination markers in spread germline nuclei illuminates the progression of meiotic recombination
Our work analyzing the localization of multiple recombination proteins together, in a context where signal-to-noise ratio has been greatly improved, has been highly informative in several ways:
First, our approach has allowed us to detect abundant RPA foci arising and accumulating during meiotic progression through the end of early pachytene. Moreover, based on timing, numbers, colocalization with BLM, and distinct localization relative to RAD-51, we can infer that the majority of these RPA foci represent markers of post-strand-exchange recombination intermediates. Second, analysis of MSH-5 localization in combination with RPA, RAD-51 and/or BLM, both in wild-type meiosis and in nuclei where specific chromosome segments cannot engage in homologous synapsis, indicates that MSH-5/RPA/BLM co-foci mark sites of IH recombinational repair. In further support of these inferences, chromosome segments that cannot engage in IH repair accumulate RAD-51 marked intermediates until the transition to late pachytene.
Together, these observations and inferences strongly parallel the findings from cytological analyses of mouse meiosis in which localization of the same set of recombination complexes were analyzed in pairwise combinations (e.g. (Moens et al., 2002; Walpita et al., 1999) . These striking parallels indicate that there is broad conservation of multiple early steps in the meiotic recombination program, despite differences regarding whether early steps in recombination are (as in mammals (Baudat et al., 2000; Edelmann et al., 1999; Romanienko and Camerini-Otero, 2000) , or are not (as in C. elegans; (Dernburg et al., 1998) required to achieve synapsis between the homologous chromosomes. Thus, insights gained from simultaneous analyses of multiple recombination factors in the C. elegans system will be relevant for extending our understanding of mammalian reproduction.
Third, simultaneous immunolocalization of specific combinations of three recombination proteins (i.e. RAD-51 and RPA together with either BLM, MSH-5 or COSA-1) enables improved accounting of the total number of recombination events present during wild-type meiosis. We find that by the end of the early pachytene stage, after DSBs have been introduced and converted into repair intermediates over many hours, the total number of active repair sites detected using such three-marker combinations peaks at 25-40 per nucleus before declining upon transition to late pachytene. Accordingly, we conclude that each of the six chromosome pairs in a nucleus receives an average of at least 4-7 breaks over the course of meiotic prophase.
These numbers may closely approximate the actual numbers of DSBs introduced, since the peak number of total repair foci detected using this three-marker approach correlates with the duration of early prophase (i.e. when comparing WT and meiotic mutants where early prophase is prolonged). Further, this estimate of DSB number is compatible with the average number of γ-ray generated DSBs (3.9 per chromosome pair) required to reliably restore COSA-1 foci in the absence of endogenous meiotic DSBs (Yokoo et al., 2012) .
Based on our observations, we propose that the aforementioned three-marker combinations enable visualization of virtually all ongoing meiotic recombination events present in a given nucleus at a given moment in time. Accordingly, we hypothesize that DSB-dependent recombination intermediates generated during early prophase accumulate until the transition to the late pachytene stage, but repair is not completed until after this transition. Further, as recombination markers disappear from NCO sites following transition to late pachytene while being retained at CO sites, we infer that completion of NCO repair likely occurs earlier than completion of CO repair. Differential timing for completion of NCO and CO repair is reminiscent of the differential timing of appearance of NCO and CO products demonstrated to occur in budding yeast meiosis (Allers and Lichten, 2001) . However, in contrast to the situation in budding yeast, where NCOs (but not COs) can be generated prior to a programmed transition to late pachytene, in C. elegans, completion of both NCO and CO events appears to be dependent on the analogous development transition.
Inferring the architecture of underlying recombination intermediates
SIM images of recombination proteins at DSB repair sites enable us to make inferences and hypotheses regarding the types of recombination intermediates that may be present, their relative timing of appearance and key transitions in the process.
First, our finding that RAD-51 foci usually occur as doublets indicates that following DSB formation, both DNA ends undergo resection and loading of DNA strandexchange proteins. Coupled with the analogous finding that strand-exchange proteins Dmc1p and Rad51p co-occupy both ends of a DSB during S. cerevisiae meiosis (Brown et al., 2015) , we infer that dual end resection is a conserved feature of the meiotic program and that both DSB ends may have the potential to participate in homology search.
Second, we infer that resected DSBs rapidly give way to post-strand-exchange recombination intermediates. Such intermediates accumulate throughout early prophase and are typically decorated by two populations of BLM and two populations of RPA, frequently flanking a single population of MSH-5; notably, however RAD-51 is not detected at most of these sites. Given the initial presence of RAD-51 on both DSB ends, its absence from the majority these inferred post-strand-exchange intermediates implies that the behavior of the two DSB ends must be coupled. This may involve temporally coupled invasion of the same DNA duplex by both ends and/or rapid secondend capture following initial strand invasion by one end. Alternatively, the two DSB ends might be coordinated in a more complex, regulatory manner; e.g. strand invasion by the first end could be coupled to RAD-51 filament removal and replacement by RPA on the ssDNA tail of the second end, as has been proposed to occur during synthesisdependent strand annealing (SSDA) mediated DSB repair in S. cerevisiae (Liu et al., 2017; Mitchel et al., 2013) . Such a mechanism could prevent the second end from engaging a different chromatid while also facilitating eventual second end capture.
Changes in organization of recombination sites that occur following the transition to the late pachytene stage presumably reflect changes in the underlying structure of meiotic recombination intermediates. We propose that the transition from one to two populations of MSH-5 and the loss of RPA at CO-designated recombination sites reflects conversion of earlier intermediates to CO-specific intermediates that lack ssDNA stretches, reflecting completion of repair DNA synthesis at those sites. We note that the estimated lengths of the underlying DNA intermediates present at these sites (800-900 bp; see Methods) is compatible with the size scale of CO recombination intermediates deduced from average lengths of CO-associated gene conversion tracts in budding yeast (1.6 -2 kb) and mammals (500-600 bp) (Cole et al., 2014; Mancera et al., 2008; Martini et al., 2011) . Moreover, the organization of the recombination factors present at these sites is consistent with the interpretation that these likely represent double Holliday junction (dHJ) recombination intermediates, which have been demonstrated to be CO-specific recombination intermediates during yeast meiosis (Schwacha and Kleckner, 1995) . Accordingly, we envision that the two population of MSH-5 represent two cohorts of MutSγ sliding clamp complexes (Snowden et al., 2004) that embrace and accumulate on each of the two parallel DNA duplexes that span the distance between the two junctions, and that the two populations of BLM helicase complexes localize near or at the junctions themselves (Jagut et al., 2016) . In this proposed organization, the MutSγ complexes could serve as a roadblock that would serve as an impediment to branch migration, thereby inhibiting conversion of such intermediates into NCO products via dHJ dissolution.
A remarkable feature of the meiotic program is that eventual resolution of COspecific recombination intermediates must occur in a highly biased manner so that each CO-designated intermediate matures in a manner that reliably yields CO (rather than NCO) products. Models in which dHJs are the relevant CO intermediates require that the two junctions consistently be resolved in "opposite sense" to generate a CO (Szostak et al., 1983) , but how such biased resolution might be accomplished is completely mysterious. One possibility is that pre-existing asymmetry in the DNA of the intermediate, e.g. newly synthesized DNA, or nicks (if the HJs are not ligated), could be used as a signal to direct cutting by resolvases. Alternatively, architecture of the recombination intermediate in the context of meiotic chromosome structure could potentially provide the information needed to achieve biased resolution. We observed a change in the organization of CO recombination sites during meiotic progression that may provide insight this issue: in contrast to pachytene, BLM foci are no longer detected as doublets at diplotene CO sites. Based on similarity to the timing of appearance of CO products during budding yeast meiosis (Allers and Lichten, 2001), this change in CO-site organization may be coupled to resolution of CO intermediates. One possible explanation for this change is that dHJ resolution may occur in two temporally distinct steps, with CO biased resolution resulting from chromosomal features that become highly asymmetric at this stage (see below). Another possible scenario is that largescale reorganization of chromosomes at the diplotene stage enables a 3D reconfiguring of dHJ intermediates that results in the two HJs being brought into close spatial proximity, thereby enabling coupled resolution.
Structure of the SC-CR and roles in promoting the formation of meiotic COs
Our imaging of the SC-CR in relation to recombination sites, in combination with our analysis of recombination sites in syp mutants, provides new insight into the potential functions of the SC-CR in promoting the formation of meiotic COs.
First, our finding that late prophase MSH-5/COSA-1 marked sites appear nonrandomly distributed on the 12 now unpaired chromosome axes in syp mutants suggests that C. elegans chromosomes retain a capacity to communicate along, between and/or among each other to limit the number of "CO-like" sites among a surplus of precursors even when the SC-CR is absent, similar to findings previously reported for CO site markers during yeast meiosis (Fung et al., 2004) . However, syp mutants display significantly fewer "CO-like" sites in late prophase than the six designated CO sites consistently observed during wild-type meiosis. Thus, we envision that the previously-described CO-limiting function of the SYP proteins (Hayashi et al., 2010; Libuda et al., 2013) is needed to counteract a strong impetus promoting CO designation and maturation that operates when the SYP proteins are present.
Second, our data argue for a role for the SC-CR in creating spatially-segregated compartments that could enable distinct biochemistry to yield different outcomes of repair at CO and NCO sites within the same nucleus. SIM imaging revealed that upon transition to late pachytene, the cohorts of recombination proteins that accumulate at CO-designated sites, and the underlying recombination intermediates, become encased by SC "bubbles". At the sites of these bubbles, CO-designated recombination events appear sandwiched between two layers of SC-CR proteins and embraced laterally by axial structures that are assembled along the length of each homolog pair. This organization effectively creates two distinct compartments, i.e., inside and outside the bubble. We propose that the "inside" environment favors local recruitment and retention of pro-CO factors that promote maturation of CO intermediates. Further, the inside environment would simultaneously protect intermediates from activities that dismantle recombination intermediates. Conversely, recombination intermediates located in the outside environment would be susceptible to factors that dissociate recombination intermediates and complete repair via mechanisms that generate NCO products, e.g.
SDSA, dHJ dissolution and/or single HJ cleavage followed by branch migration.
Basically, we propose that by segregating CO and NCO intermediates into spatially distinct compartments, the SC-CR can protect the CO sites from NCO-promoting activities exerted at the same time at all other repair sites within the same cell.
This idea that the SC-CR functions in preventing CO-designated intermediates from becoming dismantled prematurely is reinforced by our analysis of recombination sites structure in mutants lacking SC-CR components. Some structures that bear resemblance to CO-designated sites in the WT do form in these mutants, but these sites lose BLM prematurely, concurrently with the disappearance of DNA repair markers from all other repair sites.
SIM imaging of the organization of CO recombination sites relative to SC-CR components at the diplotene stage leads us to speculate that the SC-CR might also play an additional, late, pro-CO role, i.e. in promoting CO-biased resolution of dHJs. We noted above that CO sites undergo a change in organization during diplotene that may correspond to the timing of resolution. Remnants of the SC-CR bubble are specifically retained at only one side of the CO site at this stage, raising the possibility that presence of SC-CR proteins in close proximity to one junction and absence from the other junction could play a role in determining distinct resolution outcomes.
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Representative enlargements of different meiotic stages of a spread WT gonad (see Fig   S1B) probed for RAD-51 (red) and RPA-1 (green). Presence of DSB-2 (purple) indicates nuclei in early prophase stages, and HTP-3 (grey) marks meiotic chromosome axes. Bottom: Quantitative display of appearance, disappearance and co-localization of RAD-51 and RPA-1 foci in a single spread gonad (distinct from the example depicted).
(B)
Top: Representative enlargements of a spread WT gonad probed for RPA-1 (green), MSH-5 (red) and HTP-3 (blue). Bottom: Quantitative display of appearance, disappearance and co-localization of MSH-5 with RPA-1 foci in a single spread gonad (distinct from the example depicted). (C) Top: Enlargement of the early-to-late pachytene transition of a spread gonad, probed for GFP::COSA-1 (blue), BLM::HA (red), MSH-5 (green) and HTP-3 (see Fig S2A) . 
Fig 4
The SC-CR engulfs CO-designated sites as a bubble-like structure (see also Figure   S3 ). (A) Top: Representative images of nuclei from early pachytene, late pachytene and diplotene stages, probed for GFP::COSA-1 (blue), SYP-1 (green) and SYP-2 (red). WT (n=34), syp-1 (n=23), cosa-1 (n=20) and zhp-3 (n=20). For all three mutants, total numbers of recombination intermediates detected (RPA-1 and RAD-51 foci combined) were significantly higher in than in WT; P-values calculated using two-tailed heteroscedastic student's t-test were: syp-1, 2.5E-17; cosa-1, 1.7E-08; and zhp-3: 2.1E- MSH-5 foci are not retained after the transition to late prophase in the cosa-1 mutant (see also Fig S4B) . (C) Spread gonad of a syp-1 mutant, which lacks the SC-CR, probed for BLM::HA (green), MSH-5 (red), HTP-3 (grey) and DAPI (blue). Individually cropped fields of nuclei from early prophase (red outline, left), early-to-late prophase transition (yellow outline, middle) and late prophase (green outline, right). Throughout the prolonged early prophase of syp-1 mutants, MSH-5 colocalizes with BLM foci (left).
Bottom
At the transition to late prophase, MSH-5 foci reduce in number, and BLM is still present (middle). Upon transition to late prophase, BLM is lost from MSH-5-decorated sites Secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa dyes 405, 488, 555 or 647, obtained from Molecular Probes, were used at 1:500 dilution. In cases where antibodies raised in mouse and guinea pig were used on the same sample, we used highly cross-absorbed goat anti-mouse secondary antibodies, obtained from Biotum (conjugated to CF488, or CF555 respectively) for secondary detection of the mouse primary antibody in order to avoid cross-reaction against antibodies raised in guinea pig.
Imaging:
Imaging, Deconvolution and 3D-SIM reconstruction were performed as in . Spreading results in squashing of C. elegans germline nuclei from 5 to 1-2 µm in thickness. Wide field (WF) images were obtained as 200 nm spaced Z-stacks, using a 100x NA 1.40 objective on a DeltaVison OMX Blaze microscopy system, deconvolved and corrected for registration using SoftWoRx. Subsequently, gonads were assembled using the "Grid/Collection" plugin (Preibisch et al., 2009) in ImageJ.
For display, assembled gonads were projected using maximum intensity projection in ImageJ. 3D-Structured Illumination microscopy images were obtained as 125 nm spaced Z-stacks, using a 100x NA 1.40 objective on a DeltaVison OMX Blaze microscopy system, 3D-reconstructed and corrected for registration using SoftWoRx.
For display, images were projected using maximum intensity projection in ImageJ or SoftWoRx. For display, contrast and brightness were adjusted in individual color channels using ImageJ. For Figure 4B and Figure S3C , SCs were computationally straightened using ImageJ 2D-straightening tool on well-spread chromosomes (250-1250 nm maximum Z-stack thickness).
Quantification of recombination foci
To quantitatively display the appearance, disappearance and co-localization of recombination foci in a single spread gonad (as e.g. in Fig 1) , all nuclei within the gonad that did not overlap with other nuclei were considered (usually 6-12 nuclei per cell row).
Meiotic entry was defined by the appearance of HTP-3 as continuous tracks along chromosomes in the majority of nuclei in the cell row. Recombination foci were counted manually on deconvolved and stitched images. We considered a signal to be a recombination focus when found within a nucleus, colocalizing with HTP-3 and 5 times brighter than background.
Measurement/estimation of distances between meiotic chromosome axes and paired recombination foci.
The centroids of a recombination focus, or axial signals, respectively were determined as the brightest pixel(s) within the signal (in raw data, one pixel in XY represents 80.1 x 80.1 nm). As chromosome pairs twist around their longitudinal axes, the fullest extent of separation between individual HTP-3 signals (in the XY plane) is observed when the SC is visualized in a fully frontal aspect. Therefore, to determine the separation between HTP-3-marked chromosome axes, we measured the distances at 7-9 different sites along a pair of aligned homologous chromosomes in segments that displayed separation of HTP-3 axis signals, with the three highest values being recorded. The distances between the centroids of paired recombination foci (MSH-5-MSH-5 or BLM-BLM) were measured (in nuclei spread using hypotonic conditions) at sites where parallel axes were visualized in single XY plane in a fully frontal view, as indicated by at least 190 nm of axial separation.
Estimation of DNA length underlying late recombination structures
We used the Pythagorean theorem to estimate the length of the DNA underlying late and an integrated high-copy transgene array (indicated in green). Right: wide-field images of spread nuclei from gonads of mIn1/+ animals, probed for RAD-51 (magenta), MSH-5 (green), HTP-3 (red) and SYP-1 (blue). MSH-5 foci are absent from the chromosomes segments that are enriched for RAD-51-marked intermediates, which are presumed to correspond to heterosynapsed chromosome segments where interhomolog recombination intermediates cannot form; these segments are pseudo-colored in purple in the left panels. Scale bars represent 5 µm. Representative fields of early pachytene, early-to-late pachytene transition and late pachytene nuclei, probed for GFP::COSA-1 (blue), RPA-1 (red), BLM (HIM-6::HA, green) and HTP-3 (grey). During early pachytene, BLM foci strictly colocalize with RPA-1 foci. At the early-to-late pachytene transition, BLM and RPA are frequently found at different sites. In late pachytene and diplotene, BLM foci at designated CO sites, which are co-decorated by a bright COSA-1 focus, are largely free of RPA-1. Scale bars represent 5 µm. Fig S3 (related to Figures 3 and 4) (A) Left, graph indicating distances measured between paired BLM foci and paired MSH-5 foci at late pachytene CO-designated sites (as depicted in Figure 3 ) and distances separating paired chromosome axes (as indicated by HTP-3 immunostaining) measured in different types of cytological preparations. The SC-CR is partially destabilized under the hypotonic spreading conditions ("H 2 0") used here for visualization of recombination site architecture in the context of chromosome axes Pattabiraman et al., 2017) , and on such chromosomes, the SC-CR becomes prominently enriched around and engulfs these recombination foci. These foci most likely do not mark bona fide recombination events, as: 1) These sites do not reliably adopt the complex architecture observed at meiotic recombination sites in the WT; 2) These sites appear in many cases to occur between sister chromatids, accompanied by local alterations in synaptic configuration never seen in the WT (e.g. example on the right); crossover recombination is absent in spo-11 when measured genetically (Dernburg et al., 1998) . Scale bars represent 5 µm (large field) and 1 µm (inset). 
